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The May Meeting is CANCELLED 

Obedience and Agility classes begin 

May 6th  
*Please consider teaching or assisting to fulfill active club 

membership requirements 

*We will be following health guidelines for these classes 

Cancellations 
*All fun matches in May have been cancelled  

*The May agility trial has been cancelled 

*The Blackfoot trial cluster has been cancelled 

 

*Please sign-up for a gift-card sponsorship for 
our obedience trial in August. (See the list below) 

President 
Nicki Bowden 
208.709.7914 
Nedwob88@gmail.com 
 
Vice President 
Layla Johnson 
262.247.5151 
mattpaulj@gmail.com 
 
Treasurer 
Suzanne Belger 
208.521.8872 
desertmtnmalinois@gmail.com 
 
Secretary 
Lacey Moon 
208.520.6500 
Philandlaceymoon@hotmail.com 
  
Board Members 
Lucien Frederick (1 year) 
208.403.6977 
Lucienjr2@msn.com 
 
Marilynne Manguba (2 years) 
208.221.5142 
marilynnem@gmail.com 
 
Melissa Meyers (3 years) 
208.520.8481 
melissameyers@cableone.net 
 
Newsletter Editor 
Desirae Chase  
Dezz1025@yahoo.com 
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Fun Facts and 

Comic Corner 

Have you found a fun fact or a fun 

comic/meme you’d like me to 

share? Feel free to send it to me! 



Dog Training Using Positive Techniques 
How we know that training with lots of positive reinforcement –  and without force or 

physical punishment –  is best. 

By 

 Pat Miller, CBCC-KA, CPDT-KA 

Published:December 6, 2006Updated:April 18, 2019 

 

We’ve come so far since those dark days just over a decade ago when virtually all dog training was accomplished 

through the use of force and compulsion. I know those days well; I was quite skilled at giving collar corrections with 

choke chains and attained several high-scoring obedience titles with my dogs using those methods. And as a shelter 

worker responsible for the euthanasia of unwanted dogs for whom we couldn’t find homes, I was convinced that a 

little pain in the name of training was acceptable and necessary to create well-behaved dogs who would have lifelong 

loving homes. 

In fact, when I enrolled my Australian Kelpie pup in the now-renowned Dr. Ian Dunbar’s first-ever puppy-training 

classes at our shelter in Marin County, California, I was so sure that using physical corrections in training was the 

only way to go, that I dropped out of the class after just two sessions; I was convinced he was ruining my dog with 

training treats! 

It was several more years before I crossed over to the positive side of dog training, thanks in large part to my 

wonderful dog Josie, who gently showed me the error of my ways one day by hiding under the back deck when I 

brought out her dog training equipment. Her quiet eloquence made me realize, finally, the damage I was doing to our 

relationship with tools and techniques that relied on the application of pain and intimidation to force her to comply. I 

threw away the choke chains and began my journey toward a more positive perspective on training. 

https://www.whole-dog-journal.com/author/pat-miller/
https://s28489.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/0107rats_post_scolding.jpg


 

What Makes Positive Training Different? 

Today, in many areas of the country a dog is at least as likely to be enrolled in a class with a trainer who uses 

positive methods as one who still employs old-fashioned choke chain or prong-collar coercion. As more dog owners 

and dog trainers see the light, clickers, treat bags, and positive reinforcement replace metal collars, shocks, and 

dominance theory. Many trainers who still fall back on compulsion tools will at least start with dog-friendlier 

methods, resorting to force and intimidation only when positive training seems not to work for them. Dogs and 

humans alike are delighted to discover a kinder, gentler method that still gets results. 

Trainers, behaviorists, and dog owners are realizing that this is more than just a philosophical difference, or a 

conflict between an ethic that says we should be nice to animals versus a more utilitarian approach to training. While 

both methods can produce well-trained dogs, the end result is also significantly different. With positive training, the 

goal is to develop a dog who thinks and works cooperatively with his human as part of a team, rather than a dog who 

simply obeys commands. 

Positive trainers report that dogs trained effectively with coercion are almost universally reluctant to offer behaviors 

and are less good at problem-solving. Fearing the “corrections” that result when they make mistakes, they seem to 

learn that the safest course is to do nothing unless and until they’re told to do something. 

In sharp contrast, dogs who have been effectively trained with positive methods tend to be masters at offering 

behaviors. Give them a new training challenge and they almost immediately set about trying to solve the puzzle. In 

fact, one of the criticisms often voiced by trainers who don’t understand or accept the positive training paradigm is 

that our dogs are too busy always “throwing” behaviors instead of lying quietly at our feet like “good” dogs. This 

conflict in perspectives is illustrated graphically by a T-shirt belonging to one of my trainer friends, Katy Malcolm, 

CPDT, of Canine Character, LLC, in Arlington, Virginia. 

“Behave!” proclaims the front of the shirt in bold letters. To the average disciplinarian, “Behave!” means “Sit still; 

don’t move!” But the back of Katy’s shirt says, “Do lots of stuff!” Positive trainers see the word “Behave!” as an 

action verb and encourage their dogs to offer lots of behaviors. 



Another criticism of positive training is that the dogs are spoiled and out of control because, while the dogs are 

highly reinforced for doing good stuff, no one ever tells them what not to do. “Dogs,” the critics say, “must know 

there are consequences for inappropriate behaviors.” 

We don’t disagree with this statement. Positive does not mean permissive. We just have different ideas about the 

necessary nature of the negative consequence. When one is needed, positive trainers are most likely to use “negative 

punishment” (taking away a good thing), rather than “positive punishment” (the application of a bad thing). As an 

adjunct to that, we counsel the generous use of management to prevent the dog from practicing (and getting 

rewarded for) undesirable behaviors. 

The result? Since all living things repeat behaviors that are rewarding, and those behaviors that aren’t rewarded 

extinguish (go away), the combination of negative punishment and management creates a well-trained dog at least as 

easily as harsh or painful corrections and without the very real potential for relationship damage that is created by the 

use of physical punishment. 

One of the most significant reasons for not using physical punishment or force with dogs is the potential for eliciting 

or exacerbating aggressive behaviors from them. 

This was illustrated by an English Bulldog in a recent episode of the National Geographic Channel’s show, “The 

Dog Whisperer.” Cesar Millan, the star of the show, spent several hours intimidating the Bulldog on a hot Texas day, 

in an effort to get the dog to “submit,” until the dog finally inflicted a significant bite to Millan’s hand in a futile 

attempt at self-defense. Millan brushed the incident aside as insignificant, apparently blissfully unaware that he had 

provided the dog with the opportunity to successfully practice the undesirable behavior (aggression). 

Even if the dog’s reaction falls short of a flesh-shredding defense, the relationship between dog and owner can be 

significantly damaged as the dog learns to fear or resent the angry, unpredictable responses of his human. Given our 

odd primate body language and behaviors, we are undoubtedly confusing enough to our canine companions, without 

adding what to them must seem like completely unprovoked, incomprehensible explosions of violence. 

Crossing Over 

Increasingly, trainers are entering the profession who learned their craft without an early foundation of coercion 

training. This is a good thing! However, there are enough old-fashioned trainers around that positive trainers still 

find themselves working with a fair number of “crossover dogs” those who are convinced that they must not dare 

offer a behavior for fear of punishment. 



It can be frustrating to owners and trainers alike to work through the dog’s conditioned shutdown response to the 

training environment. Shaping exercises, especially “free-shaping” that reinforces virtually any behavior to start 

with, are ideal for encouraging a crossover dog to think outside the box. This serves the same purpose for crossover 

owners and trainers as well! (See “The Shape of Things to Come,” March 2006.) 

 

It takes time to rebuild the trust of a dog who has learned to stay safe by waiting for explicit instructions before 

proceeding. It’s well worth the effort. The most rewarding and exciting part of training for me is watching the 

dawning awareness on a dog’s face that he controls the consequences of his behavior, and that he can elicit good 

stuff from his trainer by offering certain behaviors. We never, ever, experienced that in the “old days.” I used to take 

“sit” for granted, because if the dog didn’t sit when I asked, I made him do it. 

Today, I never get over the thrill of that moment when the dog understands, for the first time, that he can make the 

clicker “Click!” (and receive a treat) simply by choosing to sit. It keeps training eternally fresh and exciting. 

Not Quite Convinced? 

So why, given all the available scientific and anecdotal evidence about the success of positive training, do some dog 

trainers and owners cling stubbornly to the old ways? Because it works for them much of the time? Resistance to 

change? Fear of the unknown? 

It pains me that so many in the U.S. are still so far away from the positive end of the dog-training continuum. The 

celebrity status of Cesar Millan is evidence that dog owners and trainers are more than willing to buy into the 

coercion-and-intimidation approach to training, and that the use of force is an ingrained part of our culture. 

Old-fashioned methods can work. Decades of well-behaved dogs and the owners who loved them can attest to that. 

So why should they bother to cross over to the positive side? The short answer is that positive training works, it’s 

fun, and it does not have the potential to cause stress and physical injury to our dogs through the application of force, 

pain, and intimidation. It takes the blame away from the dog and puts the responsibility for success where it belongs 

on human shoulders. 



In the old days, if a dog didn’t respond well to coercion we claimed there was something wrong with the dog, and 

continued to increase the level of force until he finally submitted. If he didn’t submit he was often labeled defective 

and discarded for a more compliant model. With the positive paradigm, it’s our role as the supposedly more 

intelligent species to understand our dogs and find a way that works for them rather than forcing them into a one-

size-fits-all mold. 

The longer answer is that it encourages an entire cultural mindset to move away from aggression and force as a way 

to achieve goals. The majority of dog owners and trainers who have fun (and success) using positive methods with 

their dogs come to realize that it works with all creatures, including the human species. They feel better about 

training and find themselves less likely to get angry with their dogs, understanding that behavior is simply behavior, 

not some maliciously deliberate attempt on the dog’s part to challenge their authority. 

People who use positive methods to affect relationships get nicer. It feels nice to be nice. Children learn to respect 

and understand other living beings instead of learning to be violent with them. 

When training programs founder, positive trainers are more apt to seek new solutions rather than falling back on 

force and pain, or worse, blaming and possibly discarding the dog for not adapting to our rigid concept of training. 

Indeed, in the last two decades, during which time positive training has gained a huge following, we’ve made even 

more advances in our training creativity and our understanding of behavior, canine and otherwise, and have even 

more positive options, tools, and techniques.                               So, why positive? It’s simply the best way to train. 

Dog Treat Recipes 
Soft Doggie Cookies 
3 (2 1/2 oz. each) jars of baby food; either beef or chicken 

1/4 cup Dry milk powder 

1/4 cup Wheat germ or cream of wheat 

Combine all ingredients in bowl and mix well. Roll into small balls and place on wellgreased 

cookie sheet. Flatten slightly with a fork. Bake in preheated 350F oven for 15 

minutes until brown. Cool on wire rack. Refrigerate to keep fresh or freeze. Great for 

older dogs with teeth problems. 

Oatmeal Cookie Treats 
2 cups rice 2 packages Reg. Flavor oatmeal (mixed w/milk) 

1/4 cup molasses 

1 cup carrots 

1/3 cup spinach 

1 1/4 cup flour 

1/2 tbsp brown gravy mix 

4 tbsp applesauce 

1/2 tbsp vegetable oil 

Preheat oven to 350degrees Stir Ingredients, but adding flour gradually. Drop on cookie sheet using tsp. Bake 

15-20 minutes or until golden brown. 

 



’20 Obedience/Rally Trials Gift Card List 

 

As with past years, the line items in black are cards remaining from last year or 

paid for already this year. Line items in red need sponsors. We now have new 

card listings in Rally each day for High Combined and High Combined Triple. 

 

Please send your input as a simple email to lucienjr2@msn.com , indicating 

the day and line item you are sponsoring instead of adding directly to this list. 

PLEASE DO NOT RETURN THIS LIST! 

 

If the line item is filled by someone before your input is received, I will try to 

place your input in another similar available class.  

 

I need inputs to me by 5/13 so we can publish the Premium List. Thanks for the 

support, Lucien 

 

 

******FRIDAY, AUGUST 14, 2020******* 

REGULAR/OPTIONAL/ALTERNATIVE TITLING CLASSES  

HIGH COMBINED IN OPEN B & UTILITY CLASSES- $25 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

HIGHEST SCORING DOG IN REGULAR CLASSSES- $25 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

HIGH COMBINED IN PREFERRED OPEN & UTILITY ALTERNATIVE TITLING 

CLASSES- $25 PetSmart GIFT CARD – Michael Moore 

HIGHEST SCORING DOG IN PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE TITLING CLASSSES - $25 – 

PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

 

NOVICE A- $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – Alan and Janice King, and Sandy MacGregor  

NOVICE B - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

OPEN A- $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

OPEN B- $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

UTILITY A- $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – Lee Ann Chaffin  

UTILITY B- $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

BEGINNING NOVICE A- $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – In memory of JJ Baughman 

mailto:lucienjr2@msn.com


BEGINNING NOVICE B- $10 Petco GIFT CARD –  

PREFERRED NOVICE - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

GRADUATE NOVICE - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – Linda Newby Reimann  

PREFERRED OPEN- $10 Walmart GIFT CARD –  Redcoat Kennel, MD and Jane Guidinger 

GRADUATE OPEN - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – Rascal Frederick  

PREFERRED UTILITY- $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – PetSmart Store of Idaho Falls (’17 Donate) 

VERSATILITY- $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

 

RALLY TRIAL CLASS PRIZES 

HIGH COMBINED IN ADVANCED B & EXCELLENT B CLASSES - $25 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

HIGH COMBINED TRIPLE IN ADVANCED B, EXCELLENT B, & MASTER CLASSES - $25 PetSmart 
GIFT CARD –  

 

RALLY NOVICE A - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

RALLY NOVICE B - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

RALLY INTERMEDIATE - $10 – PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

  RALLY ADVANCED A - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – Shelbie Charity Girl Hatcher 

RALLY ADVANCED B - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

RALLY EXCELLENT A - $10 Cal Ranch GIFT CARD – Cal Ranch Store of Blackfoot 

RALLY EXCELLENT B- $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

  RALLY MASTER - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – 

 

******SATURDAY, AUGUST 15, 2020******* 

REGULAR/OPTIONAL/ALTERNATIVE TITLING CLASSES 

HIGH COMBINED IN OPEN B & UTILITY CLASSES- $25 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

  HIGHEST SCORING DOG IN REGULAR CLASSSES- $25 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

COMBINED IN PREFERRED OPEN & UTILITY ALTERNATIVE TITLING CLASSES- $25 

PetSmart GIFT CARD – Kristie Rasmussen and Seti 

HIGHEST SCORING DOG IN PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE TITLING CLASSSES - $25 PetSmart 

GIFT CARD –  

 

HIGH SCORING dog completing a CDX Title – Handmade wooden dumbbell – Lois & Steve Olson, 

Solo Specialties 

 

 



NOVICE A - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – PetSmart Store of Idaho Falls (’17 Donate)   

NOVICE B - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – Jack & Murphy Hong 

OPEN A - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

OPEN B - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

UTILITY A - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – PetSmart Store of Idaho Falls (’17 Donate)   

UTILITY B - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

BEGINNING NOVICE A - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

BEGINNING NOVICE B - $10 – PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

PREFERRED NOVICE - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

GRADUATE NOVICE - $10 Cal Ranch GIFT CARD – Cal Ranch Store of Blackfoot 

PREFERRED OPEN - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – Nicki Bowden   

GRADUATE OPEN - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

PREFFERED UTILITY- $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – Wiggles N Waggles Pet Resort & sPaw in 

Blackfoot 

VERSATILITY- $10 PetSmart Gift CARD – Michael Moore 

 

TEAM CLASS PRIZES 

FIRST IN CLASS $10 PetSmart GIFT CARDS (4) –  

 

RALLY TRIAL CLASS PRIZES  

HIGH COMBINED IN ADVANCED B & EXCELLENT B CLASSES - $25 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

HIGH COMBINED TRIPLE IN ADVANCED B, EXCELLENT B, & MASTER CLASSES - $25 PetSmart 
GIFT CARD –  

 

RALLY NOVICE A - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – Ranger Robinson 

RALLY NOVICE B - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – Baxter Robinson 

RALLY INTERMEDIATE - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –     

RALLY ADVANCED A - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

RALLY ADVANCED B - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

RALLY EXCELLENT A - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – Jonna Young  

RALLY EXCELLENT B - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

RALLY MASTER - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

 

*****SUNDAY, AUGUST 16, 2020******** 

REGULAR/OPTIONAL/ALTERNATIVE TITLING CLASSES  



HIGH COMBINED IN OPEN B & UTILITY CLASSES- $25 PetSmart GIFT CARD -  

HIGHEST SCORING DOG IN REGULAR CLASSSES- $25 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

HIGH COMBINED IN PREFERRED OPEN & UTILITY ALTERNATIVE TITLING 

CLASSES- $25 PetSmart GIFT CARD – PetSmart Store of Idaho Falls (’18 Donate) 

HIGHEST SCORING DOG IN PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE TITLING CLASSSES –  

 

 

NOVICE A - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – Charlie Urbanski  

NOVICE B - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

OPEN A - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

OPEN B - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

UTILITY A - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – Mary Lee Moore 

UTILITY B - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

BEGINNING NOVICE A - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

BEGINNING NOVICE B - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

PREFERRED NOVICE - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

GRADUATE NOVICE - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – Carolyn, Wales, and Delilah Jenkins 

PREFERRED OPEN - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD– Redcoat Kennel, MD and Jane Guidinger 

GRADUATE OPEN - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – Mary Lee Moore 

PREFERRED UTILITY- $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – PetSmart of Idaho Falls (’18 Donate) 

VERSATILITY- $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – PetSmart Store of Idaho Falls (’17 Donate) 

 

RALLY TRIAL CLASS PRIZES 

HIGH COMBINED IN ADVANCED B & EXCELLENT B CLASSES - $25 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

HIGH COMBINED TRIPLE IN ADVANCED B, EXCELLENT B, & MASTER CLASSES - $25 PetSmart 
GIFT CARD –  

 

RALLY NOVICE A - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

RALLY NOVICE B - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

INTERMEDIATE - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

  RALLY ADVANCED A - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – PetSmart Store of Idaho Falls (’17 Donate) 

  RALLY ADVANCED B - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

RALLY EXCELLENT A - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD – Mary Lee Moore 

RALLY EXCELLENT B - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –  

RALLY MASTER - $10 PetSmart GIFT CARD –    



 

 


